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Schweppes Saves Time and Money with Descartes' Route Planning Solution
Schweppes Belgium, an international soft drink producer, organizes its distribution OFUXPSLwith
DescarteshSPVUFQMBOOJOHTPMVUJPO.
Before Schweppes switched to Descartes, they organized their distribution manually. This was
both time consuming and very inefﬁcient.
“We needed a more professional and automated solution. We lost a lot of time and money as a result of
manual planning,” says Bernard Baugniet, Trafﬁc & Warehouse Manager at Schweppes Belgium.
Schweppes put out a request for proposal and selected Descartes.
“Descartes offered the best quality WFSTVTprice relationship. %FTDBSUFThSPVUF QMBOJOHTPMVUJPOis ﬂexible
anduser friendly. Byintegrating all parameters of our clients’ preferences such as opening hours, waiting time
and loading and unloading times into UIFTPMVUJPO, we quickly became efﬁcient and timely in our daily deliveries,”
explainsBernard Baugniet.

Descartes route planning solution offers many advantages, including a
saving of time and money.
Bernard Baugniet,
Traffic & Warehouse Manager at Schweppes Belgium
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5IFTPMVUJPOprovides route sheets per vehicle and sends

“DescarteshSPVUFQMBOOJOHTPMVUJPO offers many advantages,

databack to the system for approval. The shipping tickets

including aTBWJOH of time and money. In addition, the
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distribution planning is much more accurate, reducing the
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EFUFSNJOFT that 20 routes are necessary, it is correct and
everything goes as planned,” says Bernard Baugniet.
“We rarely have to manually intervene with the planning,
only for speciﬁc requests,“ continued Baugniet. Schweppes
has been a reference for several clients wanting to see
the TPMVUJPO working – “Would we change something in UIF
TPMVUJPO? No. I don’t see how we could make JUBOZCFUUFS 
concludes Bernard Baugniet.
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